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Abstract

In standard models of rational choice it is typically taken for granted that prefer-

ences are given and de�ned over the alternatives alone, and the possibility of making a

rational choice is simply a matter of assumption. In this paper I generalise this aspect

of the economic model so that preferences over alternatives are constructed from given

preferences de�ned over various characteristics of the alternatives under consideration.

I characterise the decision problem before investigating what conditions a procedure for

aggregating preferences over attributes into preferences over alternatives must satisfy

in order for the latter to be rational. I then consider what the implications of these

conditions for the procedural rationality of the aggregation process.
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1 Choice with multiple attribute alternatives

The possibility of rational choice lies at the very heart of modern economic theories of be-

haviour, the existence of a well behaved preference relation guiding this choice providing

the foundation for nearly every standard model of economic behaviour. Indeed, even the

increasingly prominent �behavioural� economics research program which attempts to incor-

porate insights from psychology into economics takes rational choice to be the fundamental

principle guiding behaviour (see Rabin, 2013a,b). Typically, we simply assume that such
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choice is possible by constructing �given� binary preferences between alternatives under con-

sideration for any individual which conform to the axioms of completeness and transitivity

or specifying a utility function representing them (see Mas-Collel et al., 1995, Ch.2). The

preference between the alternatives is taken to be given, primitive to the model, a fact.

However, in constructing such binary preferences between alternatives, we are making a

signi�cant implicit assumption. We are assuming consumers judge the gestalt of the alternat-

ives they must choose from, considering the alternatives as a whole rather than judging them

by a comparison of their characteristics. This is a signi�cant assumption to make because

in an objective sense (i.e. external to the individual), there is nothing other to distinguish

the alternatives from one another than their name, no characteristics which they have which

could explain why one is di�erent to another other than the individual's preference. A more

subtle interpretation of the assumption implicit in taking a preference between alternatives

as given and primitive is that we are assuming that consumers can always aggregate the com-

parison of the attributes of the alternatives into a well-behaved rational preference relation

de�ned over alternatives. But even this somewhat semantic interpretation is unjusti�ed un-

less we can demonstrate that consumers can always meaningfully aggregate considerations of

multiple attributes into preferences over alternatives, and that therefore we can safely ignore

considerations of the attributes characterising the alternatives.

The assumptions implicit in taking preferences between alternatives to be primitive were

abandoned brie�y during the 1960s by economists developing the now somewhat neglected

�New Consumer Theory�. The foundations of this theory were laid out in ground-breaking

work by Lancaster (1966) and Ironmonger (1972), who realised that what really distinguishes

one alternative from another is the di�erentiation of their characteristics and the preferences

over these characteristics. Alternatives are judged on the basis of the attributes which char-

acterise them, and so the preferences for alternatives will be determined by the preferences

for their basket of attributes. The new consumer theorists incorporated this idea by de�ning

utility functions over �characteristics� spaces and thus over the alternatives themselves via a

�technology� representing the characterisation of alternatives by points in that space.

The great beauty of the �New Consumer Theory� was that it provided a means by which

the new goods and services generated by a constantly evolving economy could be incor-

porated into the preference structure of the individual in a fairly systematic manner. If

a standard approach is taken to preference then any theory of demand in an evolutionary

economy must make a bald assumption about the integration of new alternatives into the

preferences of individuals, plain and simple. For instance, in the theory of �growing aware-

ness� of new elements of state space, von Neumann-Morgenstern utility (which represent

rational preferences) can be extended to the new state space domain under fairly innocuous
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assumptions (Karni and Viero, 2013), but there is no theory concerning the value the exten-

ded utility function assigns to those new elements. In the New Consumer Theory, the only

assumption required for a new alternative to be incorporated into the preference structure is

that it be characterised by attributes. This gives it a location in characteristic space which

is then transformed into a location in the preference structure by the pre-existing procedure

for transforming preferences over attributes into preferences over alternatives. Hence the

theory surrounding the idea that preferences over alternatives arises from preferences over

their attributes is of vital importance to any theory of demand in an evolutionary economics.

It gives us a theoretical means of determining consumer demand for novel products other

than plain assumption.

However, in de�ning utility functions over �characteristics� spaces, and keeping the the-

oretical discourse in the Euclidean space realm of utility functions which impose rational

preference relations by the transitivity of the real numbers Lancaster (1966), Ironmonger

(1972) and (famously) Stigler and Becker (1977) imposed possibility of constructing rational

preferences represented by a utility function over alternatives from the utilities of attributes

without investigating whether this was justi�able on a preference-axiomatic level. Nonethe-

less, the new consumer theorists were correct in realising that if it is indeed the di�erentiation

of attributes which distinguish alternatives, then it must be a comparison of these attrib-

utes which at least in part constitutes comparison of the alternatives themselves. Hence,

preferences over alternatives must be constructed from preferences over attributes.

If we are to accept that preferences over alternatives are not in themselves primitive but

arise from more deeply primitive given preferences de�ned over the attributes which charac-

terise those alternatives, we cannot prima facie say that it is always possible to construct

a rational preference relation over the alternatives themselves. This problem was examined

in an interesting paper, Kapeller et al. (2012), in which the authors gave a simple, plausible

example where the aggregation of otherwise rational preferences over attributes of alternat-

ives aggregates to irrational preferences over the alternatives themselves. Suppose we had

three alternatives and three characteristics as represented in Table 1, where attributes can

take one of four values, in decreasing order of preference, {++,+, ◦,−}

x1 x2 x3

a1 ◦ ++ +
a2 ◦ − +
a3 + ◦ −

Table 1: A characterisation of alternatives x ∈ X (adapted from Kapeller et al., 2012, p.43)

Now, if we give equal weight to each of the characteristics in the aggregation to preference
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over alternatives, we can see that x1 is preferred to x2, and x2 is preferred to x3, but x3 is

preferred to x1, so rational choice in the sense of choosing the most preferred outcome is

impossible given the spread of attributes across the characteristics space and the aggregation

scheme employed. Thus there are cases of choice in the presence of multiple attributes where

rational choice is impossible.

While I have demonstrated elsewhere1 that Kapeller et al. (2012) erroneously draw

a mathematical equivalence between this problem and Arrow's impossibility theorem (by

providing a counter-example where rational choice is possible), their example serves to show

that the possibility of rational choice in the presence of multiple attribute alternatives is

not a forgone conclusion and requires examination. The question I endeavour to begin to

answer here is; under what conditions is rational choice in the presence of multiple attribute

alternatives possible?

The concern with taking account of multiple attributes in the process of constructing

preferences and making choices places the problem of choice at the nexus of �procedural ra-

tionality� and �substantive rationality�. Simon (1976) distinguished �procedural� rationality

from �substantive� rationality, which concerns itself whether individuals are making a choice

consistent with a given objective (in economics, the maximisation of utility). Substantive

rationality in the context of multiple attribute alternatives therefore concerns the possibility

of constructing a rational preference relation between alternatives which can guide the choice

amongst alternatives.

Procedural rationality by contrast concerns the process of thought in which an individual

engages before coming ultimately to a decision, and asks whether this process is reasonable

not only given the basic objectives of the individual, but also given the constraints imposed

by cognitive ability. Of particular relevance to the procedural rationality then are the compu-

tational demands placed on the individual by the problem (see Simon (1976; 1978b; 1978a)).

In the problem under consideration here, where the procedure of relevance is that by which

preferences are constructed from preferences over attributes, procedural rationality concerns

the complexity and intricacy of the procedure by which these preferences are arrived at. It

should be stated from the outset however, that the notion of procedural rationality is not

as formally clear cut as that of the (economic) notion of substantive rationality by virtue of

the fact that it concerns human cognitive ability, so it is di�cult to make de�nitive abso-

lute statements of a �this is procedurally rational solution� nature. Hence the discussion of

procedural rationality here will be conducted in informal relative terms.

So in making an e�ort to answer the question of when rational choices are possible

in the context of multiple attribute alternatives, we are asking what conditions must be

1Markey-Towler (2014)
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satis�ed in order to �nd a process by which a substantively rational preference relation

can be constructed. Obviously, the conditions required for the choice environment and the

process itself will have implications for the procedural rationality of any solution to the

choice problem. Perhaps unsurprisingly, I will argue that these conditions imply something

of a trade-o� between substantive and procedural rationality.

In the next section I formally de�ne the choice problem in the context of multiple attribute

alternatives on the level of preference relations. With this in hand, I can then begin to make

some headway into the question of under what conditions rational choice is possible in such

scenarios, providing two rather trivial theorems on conditions which guarantee a rational

choice always exists, before providing some more informative and interesting necessary and

su�cient conditions for the existence of rational choice. I conclude with a discussion of the

meaning of these conditions, and how they relate to the possibility of meaningful substant-

ively rational choice when alternatives are characterised by their attributes in a constantly

evolving system such as an economy. It will be argued that constructing a substantively

rational preference relation may require either the use of the theoretically problematic class

of lexicographic procedures (which do not admit utility representation), or such involved

procedures for aggregating attribute preferences that substantive rationality comes at the

price of procedural irrationality.

2 The choice problem

In any choice problem the most basic of primitives is a set X of alternatives amongst which

a choice must be made. I will assume that this set is �nite for simplicity2. In economics it is

standard to suppose that choice is then guided by a preference relation� which is de�ned over

the set X, such that there exists a set � (X) consisting of the elements of X pre-ordered

according to �. I will assume throughout that |X| ≥ 3 so that rationality is never an

economically trivial and uninteresting matter of specifying a single binary preference. While

it is perfectly possible that such preferences relate only to the gestalt of the alternative at

hand, as I have suggested above, it is equally possible that each alternative has various

attributes which serve to distinguish it in a more objective sense from the others and which

factor into the determination of �. If this is indeed the case then each alternative under

consideration will be characterised by its attributes.

Generalising the concept of attribute spaces suggested by Lancaster (1966) and Iron-

2The alternatives set could be extended to incorporate in�nitely many alternatives, though additional
technical assumptions would be required (compactness) to guarantee the existence of a maximal element,
which would complicate the exposition here for little gain in generality.
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monger (1972), if alternatives x are characterised by their attributes then there exists an

arbitrary characteristic space A = Π
|A|
i=1Ai within which the attributes of x are de�ned. This

space is taken to consist of the cross-product of multiple subspaces which divide A into

�classes� represented by one subspace Ai indexed by {1, . . . , |A|}, each of which we could

say represents a particular �characteristic�. Hence each alternative is distinguished from the

others by its properties de�ned within each subspace. One could say ai ∈ Ai de�nes an

alternative's attribute �for that particular characteristic�.

If we were to go further and specify that A were a collection of metric subspaces, such that

characteristic attributes were quantitative and contained within the set of real numbers R,
we could think of these attribute subspaces as dimensions of the characteristic space A, each

dimension representing the quantities an alternative may have of a particular characteristic.

However, for what follows I will leave A to be an arbitrary subspace3.

Formally, we can now de�ne an alternative to be characterised by the set of its attributes,

x = {ai}|A|i=1, organised into a vector {ai}|A|i=1 ∈ Π
|A|
i=1Ai within the characteristic space. We

can reverse this de�nition and de�ne ai (x) to be the attribute of x within the characteristic

subspace Ai. Implicit in this speci�cation is the assumption, carried throughout what follows,

that every alternative x is well de�ned in every characteristic subspace Ai by an attribute

ai (x). This is largely a philosophical distinction that the lack of a particular characteristic

in itself constitutes an attribute and hence a point within a characteristic subspace4, and

while it represents something of an antimony, it is mathematically important.

If A = Π
|A|
i=1Ai is a space which characterises alternatives X it follows that an individual

will have preferences�i de�ned over each characteristic subspace Ai in much the same manner

as over the alternatives space, so that we have a set of attribute preferences {�i}|A|i=1 de�ned

over each individual attribute subspace Ai ⊂ A which pre-order the characteristics space A

such that there exists a set Π
|A|
i=1 {�i (Ai)} of pre-ordered attribute vectors. These preferences

I take to be much the same as standard preferences and to have the same interpretation such

that we can read ai (x) �i ai (x′) as �attribute ai of x is at least as preferred as attribute ai of

x′�. It is important here to note that an economically strong assumption has been made in

specifying each of these preferences �i over Ai alone, this assumption being that preferences

over a particular characteristic subspace are de�ned independently of attributes in other

subspaces. This means that if a particular alternative x performs particularly strongly on a

particular attribute ai (x), the preferences �−i over the rest of its attributes {a−i (x)} are not
a�ected. I am of the belief that this assumption, while strong, is justi�able on the grounds

3We need no restrictions on �niteness here because we do not require a maximal element to exist in sets
which merely serve to characterise points in another set

4Again, if we were to take Ai ⊂ R, the implicit assumption I make here is that 0 ∈ Ai so that having zero
�quantity� of a particular characteristic is the attribute 0
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(other than simplicity) that we are not particularly interested in the attribute preferences

per se, but rather the manner in which they contribute to preferences over alternatives.

Moreover, the aggregation process can go some way toward mitigating the a�ect of this strong

assumption by varying the importance of certain regions of the space Ai in the determination

of �, which is in keeping with the idea that preferences over attributes are de�ned for the

attributes alone, and these preferences are used to construct preferences over alternatives.

Now, to obtain a well-de�ned solution to the problem of choice amongst alternatives in the

presence of multiple attribute alternatives which accounts for those attributes, we require

some means of aggregating preferences over each attribute subspace Ai into preferences

over the alternatives space X. This is done by a process, described by a mapping f :

Π
|A|
i=1 {�i (Ai)} →� (X), which takes the pre-ordered characteristic subspaces and transforms

them into a pre-ordered space of alternatives characterised by their attributes within those

spaces. This process involves giving a �weight� or �importance� or �priority� to the preferences

over attributes in the characteristics subspaces �i in the determination of preferences � over

the alternatives which they characterise5. Thus f represents part of the process by which

a choice will be arrived at, and in a sense can be thought to describe a thought process by

which an individual constructs their preferences. This is a special type of the broad class of

�procedures� for thinking about a particular problem of choice which Herbert Simon (1976;

1978b; 1978a) named as the subject matter of the study of �procedural rationality�6.

An important and economically strong assumption will be made concerning the process

f . I take f to be de�ned across each pre-ordered subspace �i (Ai) alone, and invariant for

all points within this subspace, so that each attribute space is given a certain importance in

the determination of preferences. This imposes an ordinal interpretation on preferences and

avoids thorny questions of cardinality of preferences within subspaces and across them, so

that the individual is simply asking �do I prefer x or x′ with respect to characteristic Ai?�,

�is characteristic Ai more important than Aj?� and so on and so forth rather than �by how

much do I prefer this attribute to that attribute?� and �how much more important is this

characteristic than that?�7.

This is a controversial assumption, but one whose validity I cannot hope to convince

anyone to accept, given the long-standing dispute between the Hicks-Samuelson, ordinal-

5I do not mean this to exclude the possibility any f which speci�es a lexicographic construction of
preference with respect to attributes.

6The study of procedural rationality is distinct from the study of �procedural utility�, which de�nes hedonic
utility functions over some quantitative representation of the process by which an outcome is arrived at Benz
(2007), (Frey, 2008, pp.107-126).

7A possible avenue for future research would be to relax this assumption so that weights can vary across
the possible attributes within the subspace Ai re�ecting the idea that in certain regions of the attribute
subspace Ai that particular subspace may be of less importance than in other regions.
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ist interpretation of preference and the cardinalist interpretation (enjoying a resurgence in

happiness economics). Su�ce to say, I �nd it di�cult to imagine a positive theory with an

veri�able, universal, non-constructed8 measure concept for comparing attributes within char-

acteristic spaces and between them on a cardinal level, given that standard utility function

representation of preferences is by de�nition constructed from revealed preference, and we do

not observe directly (at present) the hypothesised �utility� generated by such choices. Indeed,

the interpretation of a utility function as a cardinal representation of preference relies on the

acceptance of a hotly contested 19th century psychological philosophy of Jeremy Bentham

that all pleasures are ultimately reducible to a single hedonistic measure, no matter their

source. In the multiple attribute setting, such an assumption would correspond to assuming

a cardinal utility function de�ned not only over each individual attribute subspace, but also

a cardinal utility function taking these utilities as arguments, f being contained within the

supra-utility function such as in the �utility tree� manner of Strotz (1957), though Strotz'

utility trees ultimately have roots not in attributes but in alternatives classed according to

type.

Cardinal utilitarianism was challenged on philosophical grounds by Bentham's own stu-

dent and founding political economist John Stuart Mill (1863) who argued that certain

satisfactions are simply incomparable. The question remains far from settled in favour of

a cardinalist interpretation of preference from a scienti�c standpoint as well. Indeed, the

wealth of scienti�c evidence seems to point the other way, that many desires (and by ex-

tension the attributes from which they are derived) are non-comparable. In psychology,

the theory of hierarchical needs (Maslow, 1943) presupposes that the nature of satisfaction

depends on the need it is derived from, while any neural science textbook (such as Kandel

et al. (2013)) will demonstrate that there are many pleasurable chemicals secreted within

the brain, each pleasurable in their own way (dopamine, serotonin, adrenaline, testosterone

being just a few). It seems far less strong to me, and to be on safer scienti�c grounds to

presume only that preference is of a strictly �I prefer this to that� and �this characteristic is

more important than that� nature rather than add an additional assumption and hypothesise

the existence of some cardinal aggregation and hedonic scales.

Taken together, the objects {X A f} make up the primitives of the choice problem,

and more speci�cally specify the primitives of a procedure for aggregating preferences over the

attributes of various alternatives under consideration into preferences over the alternatives

themselves. Choice then consists of selecting an alternative x from X according to some

8Of course, all measures are constructed in a sense. I mean constructed in the sense that the object
itself being measured is not directly observable and quanti�able in the physical world but is a hypothesised
phenomenon of the mind
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criterion. If this choice is to be �rational� in the substantive, economic sense (Simon, 1976),

the theory states that the choice, x∗, will be the maximally preferred element in X, or

x∗ = maxx∈X � (X). However, for this solution to be well-de�ned (as either a point-valued

or set-valued solution) requires that maximal elements exist, and for this to be true of all

sets within the power set 2X we require the preference relation � be rational. If this were

not true of all sets within 2X then there would be a subset of alternatives Y ⊂ X for which

no � maximal elements exist due to intransitivity.

Following standard conventions in economics9, we say that any preference relation �
or �i is rational if it is complete and transitive, that is, either x � x′ or x � x′ or both

∀x, x′ ∈ X and for any x, x′, x′′ ∈ X, x � x′&x′ � x′′ =⇒ x � x′′ respectively. But

given that � is emerging from a procedure f aggregating attribute preferences{�i}|A|i=1 it is

also interesting whether the resultant preference relation is a �trivial� aggregation of these

sub-preferences. By a �trivial� preference relation I mean one where a single characteristic

subspace has absolute supremacy in the determination of the aggregated preference relation

over the alternatives characterised by those attributes, so that preferences over alternat-

ives are entirely determined by preferences over attributes in that characteristic subspace.

Formally, a non-trivial preference relation can be de�ned thus:

De�nition 1. A preference relation is non-trivial if and only if

@i ∈ {1, . . . , |A|} : x � x′ ⇐⇒ ai (x) �i ai (x′)

In a sense, a trivial preference relation is similar (but not equivalent as Kapeller et al.

(2012) argue) to a dictatorial social choice rule in that one preference relation out of many

determines the overall preference between alternatives. When a preference relation � is

trivial in this manner, one characteristic subspace is dictatorial in the construction of pref-

erence between alternatives. But such preference relations � are not particularly interesting

in the context of multiple attributes, as the full characteristic space is not taken into account

in any meaningful way in the procedure f , given that the preference relation on alternatives

is determined by only one of the characteristics of those alternatives. There is little di�er-

ence in such cases between choice based on the gestalt of the alternative and choice based

on consideration of attributes. Choice in the presence of then multiple attributes becomes

a distinction without a di�erence. Hence we can de�ne a class of preference relations of

interest according to the following criterion:

De�nition 2. A preference relation � constructed by f from preferences over attributes

{�i}|A|i=1 is non-trivially rational if and only if

9See Mas-Collel et al. (1995, p.6) or Jehle and Reny (2011)
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(1)

(2)

(3)

∀x, x′ ∈ X eitherx � x′ orx′ � x or both

x � x′ andx′ � x′′ imply that x � x′′

@i ∈ {1, ..., |A|} : x � x′ ⇐⇒ ai (x) �i ai (x′)

The question of central importance then is: under what conditions will rational choice

be impossible in any non-trivial sense due to the non-existence of a procedure f which can

construct a rational preference relation over alternatives �? Or, to put the point more

bluntly, under what conditions can we �nd a procedure f such that substantively rational

choice will be possible? What are the requirements upon the underlying preferences over

attributes {�i}|A|i=1 and the procedure f by which these preferences are aggregated for the

resulting preference relation de�ned over the alternatives to be non-trivially rational?

To make the problem more tractable again, I will assume for what follows that the pre-

orderings {�i}|A|i=1 of the attribute spaces {Ai}|A|i=1 are rational, hence complete and transitive.

This is not as strong an assumption as might appear at �rst glance and it gives us a good

starting point for analysing under what conditions underlying attribute preferences aggregate

to preferences over alternatives. If we were to have monotonic preferences over a quantitative

attribute space Ai (not an entirely unrealistic assumption ceteris paribus) then the resulting

preference relation will be transitive, and if this space were quantised (discrete) and had few

points not much information would be required for the preferences to be complete. With

this, we are now investigating under what conditions the rationality of underlying preferences

will be maintained in the aggregation process.

3 Possibility theorems

For my purposes it will be useful to construct some additional concepts and their formal

de�nitions before presenting theorems on the requirements on f and {�i}|A|i=1 for � to be

non-trivially rational. Obviously if f consists of a weighting system for the dimensions on

which the attributes characterising the alternatives and preferences over these are de�ned

then the set of dimensions on which an alternative dominates another becomes critical.

Hence we can de�ne a set Sx (x′) consisting of a collection of the characteristic subspaces for

which the attributes of alternative x weakly dominate those of x′.

De�nition 3. The set of attribute dimensions for which x is at least as preferred as x′ is

given by Sx (x′) = {Ai ⊂ A : ai (x) �i ai (x′)}.

Note that with the traditional de�nition of � (see Mas-Collel et al., 1995, p.7), if Ai ∈
Sx (x′)∩Sx′ (x) then the alternatives are indi�erent within that subspace and Ai ∈ Ix (x′) =

{Ai ⊂ A : ai (x) ∼i ai (x′)} ⊂ Sx (x′).
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As per the choice problem outlined above this classi�cation of A according to {�i}|A|i=1

must be aggregated by f into �, and this requires that f give assign dominance of preferences

over certain characteristic subspaces over others in the aggregation of attribute preferences

to determine preference over the alternatives. Informally, a set of attribute subspaces can be

said to dominate another when agreement of preferences between the attributes of two altern-

atives in the former determines the preference between the two alternatives. This dominance

relation I will denote as d. (f), so that we say A′d. (f)A′′ reads as �A′ = {Ai ∈ A′} ⊂ A dom-

inates A′′ = {Ai ∈ A′′} ⊂ A in the aggregation by procedure f of preferences over attributes

into preferences over alternatives�. Formally dominance is de�ned as follows

De�nition 4. For any two mutually exclusive collections of characteristic subspaces A′, A′′ ⊂
A, A′ ⊂ A dominates A′′ ⊂ A when agreement of preferences within the �rst set determines

the preference between alternatives, that is, if A′ = Sx (x′) and A′′ then x � x′ if and only

if A′d. (f)A′′.

Note that non-triviality can then be restated according to this de�nition, for if it is

the case that no single preference relation over attributes has absolute supremacy in the

determination of preferences over alternatives all the others it must be the case that no one

attribute subspace dominates all the others in f , nor any combination of them. Given that

f is in e�ect a weighting procedure, it follows that if one attribute subspace dominates all

others in the aggregation it will dominate any single one of them also. Hence we can say

that, � is non-trivial if and only if @Ai ⊂ A : Aid. (f) {A \ Ai}
We now have convenient notation which helps in establishing three preliminary, but fun-

damental, theorems providing conditions under which a rational preference over alternatives

can be constructed from rational preferences over their attributes. The �rst two almost need

no proof and simply con�rm trivial conditions under which the preference over alternatives

will be rational. However, given that the preference relation � is no longer given but con-

structed from given underlying preferences they will be stated for the sake of completeness.

The �rst con�rms that trivial preference relations will be rational, while the second con�rms

that if the spread of attributes is �trivial� in the sense that the attribute preferences between

any two alternatives agree then the preferences over all alternatives will be rational.

Theorem 5. If � is trivial such that ∃i ∈ {1 |A|} : x � x′ ⇐⇒ ai (x) �i ai (x′) (there is

an absolutely dominant attribute subspace), then � will be rational.

Proof. If ∃Ai ⊂ A : Aid. (f) {A \ Ai} then preferences over Ai absolutely dominate prefer-

ences over all other alternatives taken together, and hence � is completely determined by

�i and {ai (x)}x∈X , so since we have assumed that all alternatives are well de�ned in all
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characteristic subspaces, for any two alternatives either ai (x) �i ai (x′) or ai (x′) �i ai (x)

or both, and accordingly x � x′ or x′ � x or both. Similarly, suppose we have for any three

alternatives ai (x) �i ai (x′) and ai (x′) �i ai (x′′), so that by the de�nition of dominance,

x � x′ and x′ � x′′. Since �i is rational by assumption it follows that ai (x) � ai (x′′) and

thus by the triviality of � that x � x′′.

This is a slightly more important result than its �triviality� would suggest. It demon-

strates that as long as the preferences across attributes are rational, it is always possible to

�nd a procedure with which a rational preference relation can be constructed when consid-

ering the attributes of alternatives.

Remark 6. Rational choice in the presence of multiple attribute alternatives is always possible

if we do not exclude trivial procedures for determining preferences �.

However, such a preference relation over alternatives is not interesting insofar as the

guarantee of rationality comes at the cost of triviality in the process of considering the

attributes of the alternatives. If this is indeed the case and we have a preference relation �
that is trivial, then there is no meaningful consideration of multiple attributes, as in e�ect

the alternative is equated with its attributes in the �dictatorial� characteristic subspace.

If we are to consider a wider range of aggregations f than trivial ones, then what condi-

tions guarantee that the preference over alternatives will be rational? This is the content of

the second �trivial� theorem concerning rational choice in the presence of multiple attribute

alternatives.

Theorem 7. If ∀x, x′ ∈ X all attribute preferences �agree� such that ai (x) �i ai (x′)∀i ∈
{1, . . . , |A|} or ai (x) �i ai (x′)∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |A|} or both, then � will be rational.

Proof. Arbitrarily select any two alternatives x, x′ ∈ X. Completeness of � follows imme-

diately from the fact that for any two x, x′ ∈ X either ai (x) �i ai (x′)∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |A|}
or ai (x) �i ai (x′)∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |A|} or both due to the agreement of attribute preferences,

and so for any aggregation scheme f either x � x′ or x � x′ or both. Now without loss of

generality assume that ai (x) �i ai (x′)∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |A|} so that x � x′ for any aggregation

scheme f . Since it was assumed above that |X| ≥ 3 there must exist another x′′ ∈ X. Let us

suppose we have selected x, x′, x′′ ∈ X so that for any aggregation scheme f we have x′ � x′′,

which, since attributes are all in agreement for any two alternatives across all characteristic

subspaces, implies that ai (x′) �i ai (x′′)∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |A|}. It follows from the transitivity of

�i ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |A|} that ai (x) �i ai (x′′)∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |A|} and so x � x′′, and the preference

relation � is transitive. Thus for any aggregation f we have a rational preference relation

�.
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Note that Theorem 7 implies that if the alternatives under consideration are characterised

by attributes such that all the preferences between those alternative's attributes agree then

we can guarantee that a rational preference relation over alternatives exists independently

of the procedure f for aggregating attribute preferences. Indeed, we can construct a ra-

tional preference relation � with any aggregation scheme f provided that all characteristic

subspaces agree on the preference between the attributes of two alternatives. This result

suggests that the possibility of rational choice will depend in part on variables which lie

beyond the individuals' control, the position of the various alternatives in the characteristic

space A, and the degree of agreement of preferences between alternative attributes across

the various subspaces of A.

While these theorems hint towards the requirements for rational choice they are still

trivial in that extreme conditions on either the aggregation mapping f or the attributes{
{ai (x)}|A|i=1

}
x∈X

are required to guarantee the existence of a rational preference relation over

alternatives. They provide unsatisfactorily extreme su�cient conditions for the possibility

of aggregating {�i}|A|i=1 into �. What they serve to demonstrate is that the possibility

of rational choice will depend on the choice of the particular procedure f for aggregating

attribute preferences (under the individuals' control) as well as the positions of the various

alternatives in the attribute space A (outside the individuals' control). It is to providing

necessary and su�cient conditions on these objects for � to be rational that I now turn.

Theorem 8. De�ne A′ = {Ai ∈ A′} ⊂ A to be a collection of subspaces of A. Suppose that

for some arbitrary alternatives x, x′, x′′ ∈ X we have a non-trivial aggregation mapping f

such that x � x′ and x � x′′. Then x′′ � x (a violation of transitivity) if and only if

∃A′ 6= ∅ :

 Ai /∈ Sx (x′) ∩ Sx′ (x′′) ∀Ai ∈ A′

&A′d. (f)Sx (x′′)

(1)

(2)

Intuitively, conditions (1) and (2) together prohibit the existence of a set of dominant

characteristic subspaces which do not conform to a �linear� (in the non-functional sense)

pattern in the spread of attributes through characteristic subspace.

Proof. Su�ciency: It follows from the transitivity of �i that ai (x) � ai (x′) and ai (x′) �
ai (x′′) implies ai (x) �i ai (x′′). Then, by the de�nition of Sx (x′) and Sx′ (x′′) as the sets

of attribute subspaces in which one alternative dominates another, for any A−i ∈ Sx (x′) ∩
Sx′ (x′′) it is true that A−i ∈ Sx (x′′), because

Sx (x′) ∩ Sx′ (x′′) = {Ai : ai (x) � ai (x′)} ∩ {Ai : ai (x′) � ai (x′′)}
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=⇒ Sx (x′) ∩ Sx′ (x′′) =

{
Ai :

ai (x) � ai (x′)

& ai (x′) � ai (x′′)

}
and transitivity therefore implies

Sx (x′) ∩ Sx′ (x′′) = {Ai : ai (x) � ai (x′′)} = Sx (x′′)

so it is the case that Ai /∈ Sx (x′′). Now, since each preference relation for attribute

subspaces is complete, and there is one de�ned for each subspace, we have that Sx (x′′) ∪
Sx′′ (x) = A. So because Ai /∈ Sx (x′′), it follows not only that Ai ∈ Sx′′ (x), but that Ai ∈
Sx′′ (x) \ Ix′′ (x) and so ai (x′′) � ai (x). Hence if ∃A′ 6= ∅ : Ai /∈ Sx (x′) ∩ Sx′ (x′′) ∀Ai ∈ A′,

this implies that ∃A′ 6= ∅ : Ai ∈ Sx′′ (x) \ Ix′′ (x) ∀Ai ∈ A′, and then by the de�nition of the

dominance relation d. (f) and the content of the set A′, A′d. (f)Sx (x′′) =⇒ x′′ � x.

Necessity: Suppose that we have a non-trivial aggregation mapping f such that for some

arbitrary alternatives x � x′ and x � x′′ and x′′ � x. Now, by the de�nition of the dominance

relation d. (f), and the de�nition of S· (·), x′′ � x only if Sx′′ (x) \ Ix′′ (x) d. (f)Sx (x′′). But

by the argument employed in the proof of su�ciency above, Sx (x′′) = Sx (x′) ∩ Sx′ (x′′), so

x′′ � x presupposes the existence of a non-empty collection of attribute subspaces A′ ⊂ A

such that Ai /∈ Sx (x′′) = Sx (x′) ∩ Sx′ (x′′) ∀Ai ∈ A′ and A′d. (f)Sx (x′′).

By demonstrating for any arbitrarily selected alternatives what is required of the aggreg-

ation mapping and the attributes of the alternatives under consideration to lead to intrans-

itive preferences over alternatives, this Theorem provides necessary and su�cient conditions

for rational choice to be possible in the multiple attribute alternative environment. Com-

pleteness is here a trivial aspect of the problem due to the completeness of the underlying

preferences vis-a-vis attributes, which guarantees that a binary preference can always be

constructed. If irrationality is to be present in the preference relation � then it must be due

to a violation of transitivity, the conditions for which are outlined by Theorem 8. Hence we

have an possibility result which can be summarised thus:

Corollary 9. Non-trivial rational choice out of a set of three or more alternatives is possible

if and only if conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 8 do not hold for any three alternatives

selected arbitrarily from X.

Proof. Rational choice is de�ned as selecting the maximally preferred element, x∗ = maxx∈X �
(X), but, given that X is countably �nite, this problem is only well de�ned if the conditions

of Theorem 8 fail to hold.
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4 Discussion

The conditions which are necessary and su�cient for substantively rational choice to be

possible as I have written them may seem rather abstract and economically meaningless.

However they merely say that for rational choice which considers in a non-trivial way the

attributes of the alternatives, we need the spread of the attributes of alternatives in charac-

teristic space to be somewhat �linear�, so that preferences between attributes tend towards

agreement between any three alternatives. On a more intuitive level, non-trivial rational

choice requires that alternatives tend to perform either strong or weak across a su�ciently

broad range of characteristics, rather than performing strongly in a certain class and weakly

on others.

Non-trivial rational choice, where the consideration of attributes is meaningful, is there-

fore possible if and only if the process f by which they are considered gives su�ciently

little weight to characteristic subspaces where alternatives which are dominated on other

characteristic subspaces are performing strongly. And as more alternatives which are other-

wise dominated become strong in a particular set of characteristic subspaces, this mapping

must give increasingly little weight to those subspaces to maintain transitivity at the level

of alternatives. Hence to preserve substantive rationality the procedure f must become in-

creasingly �dictatorial� with respect to attribute subspaces which �go against the grain� of

the general spread of attributes, such as it were.

It can be seen then that in the presence of multiple attribute alternatives the procedure

which constructs the required preference for non-trivial rational choice can become quite

intricate, as an schema f must be found which preserves completeness and transitivity over

all alternatives. While by Theorem 5 it is always possible to construct a rational preference

if we include the possibility of trivial �dictatorial� aggregation schemas independently, if a

non-dictatorial aggregation is to be found then the possibility of rational choice depends in

large part on the nature of the di�erentiation of the alternatives under consideration along

the pre-ordered subsets of attributes. As I have shown above, this requires a signi�cant

degree of �transitivity� across many subsets of the attributes of the alternatives under choice,

or potentially a highly selective and intricate procedure for aggregating these attributes

which conforms to conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 8 for every triad of alternatives. It

seems reasonable to assert that as the procedure f becomes more and more intricate, the

task of constructing preferences over alternatives from preferences over attributes becomes

computationally more complex, and hence more cognitively taxing.

This is important in an economic setting, particularly when the problem of choice is that

of the consumer, or buyer in general. In economies with pro�t-seeking producers, it is rational
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for producers to di�erentiate their products in order to generate pro�ts from market power.

Pro�t-seeking is the driver of evolutionary dynamics in the economy, with di�erentiation

of products (alternatives from which to choose) being the cause of variety generation (or

origination) on which replication-selection dynamics (or self-organisational dynamics) can

operate through consumer choice (Dopfer et al., 2004). Producers in such an economy

ceteris paribus should seek to di�erentiate their products by augmenting their attributes in

subspaces where competitors are weak rather than strong, �shifting the goalposts� in order

to create market power rather than �playing catch-up�, trying to make their products at

least as good as their competitor's and decrease their competitor's market power with no

real great gain to their own. It is generally more pro�table to create a new, di�erentiated

product than imitate an established one.

However, such tendencies on the part of producers would make the existence of transitive

agreement of alternatives across a broad range of their attribute subspaces a rather remote

possibility, and hence reduce the possibility of rational consumer choice without a poten-

tially computationally demanding procedure for aggregating preferences over attributes into

preferences over alternatives. If this is indeed the case, then substantive rationality comes

at the price of sacri�cing procedural rationality, for as Simon (1976; 1978b; 1978a) argues,

procedural rationality places a premium on the computational simplicity of the process of

thought which the cognitively constrained individual must engage in. So while substantively

rational choice may be possible, the procedure which supports it may be procedurally irra-

tional due to its placing a computational demand on the individual made impossible by the

cognitive and time constraints of human beings.

Now, when faced with a highly di�erentiated set of alternatives amongst which to make

a choice, and given the implication of Theorem 8 that procedurally irrational mappings f

may be required to maintain substantive rationality, the results above suggest two possible

avenues which will guarantee a substantively rational choice can be made. First, Theorem

5 gives rise to the option of selecting a trivial f which gives absolute priority to one char-

acteristic for the determination of preferences over alternatives. Since the properties of the

attribute preferences will follow to alternatives preferences, substantively rational choice will

be possible, but as I have argued above (p.2), trivial preferences are uninteresting to a theory

of multiple attribute alternatives because they do not consider multiple attributes.

The second avenue for guaranteeing substantively rational preferences is to apply a lex-

icographic procedure to attribute preferences. I have been careful thus far to state only

that a potentially computationally demanding procedure f might be required to aggregate

the attribute preferences of highly di�erentiated alternatives to guarantee substantive ra-

tionality. As a matter of fact, lexicographic preferences, it is well known, always generate a
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rational preference relation and are a very simple class of procedures to implement once a

lexicographic ordering has been arranged. However, lexicographic procedures for construct-

ing preferences are extremely problematic for economic theory, because if preferences � are

determined by a lexicographic procedure, it is well known that they cannot be represented

by a utility function (see Mas-Collel et al. (1995, p.46) or Rubinstein (2006, p.15)). Hence

the rules of di�erential calculus would no longer be available to represent choice elegantly as

the solution of an optimisation problem.

Lexicographic preferences constitute an ordinal aggregation mapping f which can be

speci�ed as follows

f =

x � x′ ⇐⇒
∨
...

∨

a1 (x) �1 a1 (x′)

a1 (x) ∼1 a1 (x′) ∧ a2 (x) �2 a2 (x′)
...

∧|A|−1i=1 {ai (x) ∼i ai (x′)} ∧ a|A| (x) �|A| a|A| (x′)


so clearly dominance of any one attribute subspace over another depends on its position

in the index set, speci�cally, Aid. (f)Aj ⇐⇒ i < j, and given the lexicographic nature of

the procedure, it is unnecessary to think of dominance in any other than a binary manner.

Using this de�nition, we can recast the proof of the rationality of lexicographic preferences

in terms of Theorem 8 but more importantly demonstrate their non-triviality:

Theorem 10. Lexicographic preferences are non-trivially rational

Proof. Non-triviality: Suppose that we have k > 1 : ak (x′) �k ak (x) and that ai (x) ∼i

ai (x′) ∀ i < k. Now by the standard conceptualisation of �, ai (x) �i ai (x′) ∀ i < k, but

x′ � x by the de�nition of {� (X)} = f
(
{�i (Ai)}|A|i=1

)
so since k was arbitrarily chosen

amongst the dimensions dominated by attribute subspace A1 and x′ 6∼ x, lexicographic

preferences assign no absolute priority to a single attribute subspace.

Rationality: The proof of completeness is trivial, simply note that by the de�nition of

f , as long as a pair of attributes exists within every attribute subspace (which is the case

by assumption), then the preferences over the alternatives they characterise is well-de�ned.

But for � to be rational also requires transitivity. Suppose that f is lexicographic. Then

Aid. (f)Aj ⇐⇒ i < j. Now if x � x′&x′ � x′′ then by de�nition of f it must be the case

that ∃Ai ∈ Sx (x′) : Aid. (f)Sx′ (x) and ∃Aj ∈ Sx′ (x′′) : Ajd. (f)Sx′′ (x′). But since x � x′,

i < j must be the case, so k > i ∀Ak ∈ Sx′′ (x′) ∪ Sx′ (x). Hence by the de�nition of f ,

Aid. (f)Ak ∀Ak ∈ Sx′′ (x′) ∪ Sx′ (x). Now, if (1) of Theorem 8 holds, then any An ∈ A′ is

not in Sx (x′) ∩ Sx′ (x′′). But notice that ¬{Sx (x′) ∩ Sx′ (x′′)} ⊂ Sx′ (x) ∪ Sx′′ (x′), so any

An ∈ A′ is also in Sx′ (x)∪Sx′′ (x′) and therefore dominated by both Ai and Aj. Hence under
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lexicographic preferences, if (1) of Theorem 8 holds, then (2) does not, and preferences are

rational.

This is an interesting result because it implies that since lexicographic preferences are

non-trivial, non-trivially rational preferences are always possible, and thus that rational

choice is always possible in mathematically possible:

Remark 11. Non-trivial rational choice in the presence of multiple attribute alternatives is

always possible if a lexicographic procedure f is adopted.

Given that lexicographic procedures are also computationally quite e�cient, requiring the

same complex considerations as would a �checklist�, this could partly explain why they are

widely observed empirically in the psychological literature on decision theory (Earl, 1990),

as they provide a computationally e�cient manner in which a substantively rational decision

can be made.

Lexicographic preferences are a special class of procedurally rational heuristics which can

be applied to the problem of choice. In general, these procedures are represented by simple

mappings g : A → C (X) between the characteristic space A into a choice set C (x), which

need by no means be a singleton for any particular realisation g (a ∈ A). The best known

of these procedures is the simple multi-dimensional �satis�cing� concept posited by Simon

(1955) and extended on notably by Reinhard Selten (1998; 1999). However, while these

procedures (and a vast number of other heuristics surveyed in Gigerenzer and Selten (1999)

and Simon (1978a)) are computationally e�cient and therefore procedurally rational, it is

by no means assured that they are substantively rational. Indeed, both Simon and Selten

explicitly di�erentiated their models from substantively rational models by pointing out that

they were constructed to be alternatives to choice as solution to an optimisation problem.

The bene�t of having Theorem 8 above is that it provides us with a means by which to test

whether these procedurally rational mappings give rise to a substantively rational choice.

However, this is the topic for another paper.

5 Conclusion

The theory of rational choice has typically been simply a matter of assuming the choice

of the maximal element of a set of alternatives pre-ordered by a given rational preference

relation. However, when we accept that alternatives are di�erentiated by their attributes,

and that preferences over these characteristics in�uence preferences over alternatives, we can

no longer simply assume a rational choice amongst alternatives exists. As I have shown,

for attributes to be meaningfully considered in a substantively rational decision process we
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require a su�cient degree of regularity in the strength and weakness of alternatives across a

broad range of characteristics if we are not to require either a rather intricate procedure for

constructing preferences or one which prohibits a utility representation of the problem. I have

argued that this requirement is actually quite a stringent one in a typical economic setting

where bene�t lies in di�erentiating alternatives by focussing on performing strongly in certain

characteristics where other alternatives are weak, and that guaranteeing the possibility of

substantively rational choice may require procedurally irrational processes.
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